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“Freedom is my birth right and I will have it.” That was the voice, the spirit and the dictum of Lokamanya Bal Gangadhar 
Tilak, maker of Modern India, though his enemies, like Chirol and other described him as the father of Indian unrest. He was the real 
father of India's freedom movement and revolution. He was the founder, in a real sense, of the modern independent democratic 
Republic. He was the Lokamanya, the Maharaj, the Saviour, the God himself to his mass followers of his time. If he had not been 
there then, to play his important role in modern Indian history, it would have been too difficult for Mahatma Gandhi to secure the 
freedom for India so early. He was the red `Tilak’ i.e., `Kunkam' on the forehead of Mother-India. 

 
He came from a decent, religious, Maratha Chitpavan Brahmin family. His great grandfather was Keshav Rao, who was a 

Mamlatdar under the Peshwas of Maharashtra. His grand-father was Ramachandra Pant, who was in service in the survey department, 
but he left his job after the death of his mother and went to Benares and took to sannyas. His father Gangadhar Pant was a Marathi 
primary school teacher at Ratnagiri on a pay of only Rs. 10 p.m. There Tilak, Bala, was born on 23rd July, 1856, a year earlier to the 
freedom movement of India in 1857, though that was described by the Britishers as the Sepoys' Mutiny. Later, his father shifted his 
family to Poona after his promotion as an Assistant Deputy Educaticnal Inspector there. Since then, that became the abode and the 
centre of political and social work for Tilak.  

 
Tilak's earlier name was Keshava, but he was called 'Bala' out of affection by his mother, Parvatibai, who got him on special 

prayer to sun-god, after loss of her two earlier children. Later he was known by the same name as 'Bala'. He was put to school when he 
was five, on five auspicious day of the Dussera. He had his upanayana when he was eight. But little Bala became orphan at an early 
age, as he lost his mother when he was ten and father when he was sixteen. It was too pathetic when he reminded his children from 
Mandalay prison, after receiving a telegram from his nephew, conveying the sad news about his wife in the first week of June 1912, 
“let them remember, that I was left an orphan, when I was much younger than either of them. Misfortunes should brace us up for 
greater self-dependence”.1  

 
During his student life he was nicknamed as 'Blunt' after a character of that name be played, in Kenilworth, one of the text-

books of that time. He became Blunt to the Britishers later. He got his B.A. degree in 1st Class with Mathematics as the major subject 
from the Deccan College, Poona in 1876 and L.L.B. later.  

 
It was society usual that Keshava married Satyabhama, at the early age of fifteen. His father Gangadhar had married 

Parvatibai. That means his family made a fine synthesis of Shaivism and Vaishnavism. There were four fruits to his married life—two 
sons, Ramabhau and Bapu and two daughters, Mathu Tai and Durga Tai. Tilak did not give proper attention to his family as he 
devoted himself completely for the public and the country and stayed long years away from his family in jails. In his letter dated 29th 
May 1909 to Sri Khaparde from the Mandalay jail, Tilak wrote: "You know that I have never lived exclusively for my family, or, for 
myself alone, but have always endeavoured to do my duty to the public."2 

 
This spirited man with long moustaches was very simple in his dress. Sri Sharangapani, one of his contemporaries, said "He 

wrote a large round red turban with no lace and a long coat and a shirt inside and carried an angawastra with him with Dakshini shoes 
on his feet. Virtually, there was no change in his dress from the time we saw him at the College till he expired".3 The only addition at a 
later age was a stick in his hand.    

 
Tilak had a dynamic personality. He was a nationalist teacher, educationist, journalist, politician, writer, orator, social 

reformer and visionary. Sri Aurobindo, once said about Tilak: “He occupies a position in his province which has no parallel in the rest 
of India”4. 
Tilak started his public career in 1880; as a nationalist teacher and educationist. He started the New English school on 1st Jan. 1880 
with the help of Mr. Agarkar and Mr. Chipalunkar. Later the Ferguson college was started on 2nd Jan., 1885 under the Deccan 
Education Society. 
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Tilak came to his eminence through journalism. If he had not become a journalist, he would not have become the Lokamanya 
and the maker of modern India. The Kesari really made him a Kesari, i.e., a lion, of not only Maharashtra but of whole India. “If I had 
not become editor of Kesari”, said Tilak, “I would have become an itinerant singer of hymns and songs, who moves among the people 
and cater for their spiritual needs.”  

 
The Kesari, a weekly in Marathi, which was published every Tuesday, started on 1st Jan., 1881, under the editorship of Mr. 

Agarkar. Two days later the Mahratta, an English Newspaper, was started under the editorship of Tilak. Their journalism was not for 
money, nor for pleasing the government in power, but for the cause of the people. So naturally they invited danger through their 
spirited articles.  

 
Tilak's career of imprisonment started on 16th July 1882 when he was sentenced to four months' simple imprisonment for 

having "thoughtlessly published defamatory articles," in supporting a minor prince Shivaji Rao of Kolhapur. This journalistic mishap 
made him a mass leader and induced him towards more agitation.  

 
The Kesari was identified with Tilak when he took its editorship in 1890, when he was forced to leave the educational field 

under the Deccan Educational Society. The Kesari was not a mere weekly, it was a big fighting weapon used against the British 
authority in India, and a magic wand which turned the mass towards unity, nationalism and Swaraj movement. It also stimulated the 
spread of mass education, strengthened political consciousness and prepared the people for any sacrifice for the cause of mother India.  

 
The poplarity of the Kesari was so high that numerous local journalists of different languages used to translate from it. 

HardekarMajappa, the popular Kannada journalist, for example, used to tanslate the same for his `Sharana Sandesha" and "Udyoga". It 
was a surprise that the Kesari did not entertain advertisements in its issues. That was a milestone in Indian journalism.  

 
In a murder case of Mr. Rand, President of the plague eradication committee and his assistant Colonel Ayerst, who were shot 

dead on the Queen’s Jubilee on the 22nd June 1897, Tilak was prosecuted for publishing seditious matters in the Kesari and was 
sentenced for 18 months’ imprisonment in Sept., 1897. On the representation of Max Muller, Hunter and others, he was released 6 
months earlier on 6th Sept., 1898. This “conviction and imprisonment for sedition brought him on the horizon of all-India 
leadership.”5 
The great trial of 1908, in the case of the Muzafferpore bomb throwing in which two British ladies were killed, took him to the 
horizon of even international level, as he was transported to Mandalay jail in Burma, and this aroused international feeling. He was 
sentenced to six years’ transportation and a fine of Rs. 1000 for having published seditious articles on the 2nd and the 9th June 1908. 
He wrote: “The real and lasting means of stopping bombs consists of making a beginning of grants for rights of swaraj”.6 

 

Before pronouncing the sentence, Tilak was asked if he wanted to say anything more. Tilak replied, “All I wish to say is that 
in spite of the verdict of the jury I maintain that I am innocent. There are higher powers that rule the destiny of things and it may be 
the will of Providence that the cause which I represent any prosper more by my suffering than by my remaining free.”  

 
The foreign papers like the Manchester Guardian and the London Times condemned the British Government for accusing 

Tilak. But Sir V. Chirol, in his book 'Indian Unrest', commended the action of Government. “It was by the prosecution of Tilak, that 
the forces of militant unrest lost their ablest and boldest leader perhaps the only one, who might, have concentrated their direction, not 
only in the Deccan, but in the whole of India”.  

 
Tilak, an indomitable politician, warrior and captain, excelled all other politicians of his time laid the foundation of a free 

India. Jawaharlal Nehru said on the occasion of unveiling of an oil painting of Lokamanya Tilak in the Central Hall of the Parliament, 
New Delhi, on 28th July 1956 “All the giants of old, laid the foundations of the freedom of India, and, above all, the Lokamanya": He 
further said, "We have here, in Lokamanya, a symbol of India's struggle for freedom, and a man who was not only a brave soldier but 
a great captain . . . of the unorganized masses of India.”  

 
He concluded, “I do not know subsequently what other portraits will be put up in this hall, but I think that there can be no two 

worthier portraits than the two we have—Dadabhai Naoroji and Lokamanya, who have been for us in many ways, in my generation at 
any rate sources of inspiration.” 

 
Tilak's politics was scientific and rested on the four principles —Swaraj, Swadeshi, National Education and Boycott. Tilak 

roared in the ears of the British authority, “our demand is concerned with Swaraj". He explained his plea for Swaraj in his speech at 
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Belgaum in April 1916. “They say that the Indians are not today fit for Swarajya. But why are we not fit? The answer is because we 
have not been given the opportunity to become fit.”7 
Further he said: “It is frequently suggested by the British that they have come to India to teach Indians how to govern themselves. Let 
us admit this for the sake of argument. But how long will you go on teaching us? Is there any end to our education? We say, set some 
limit. You cannot go on teaching us forever.”  
 

The Swadeshi Movement and Boycott of foreign goods shook the foundation of British power in India. Tilak said at Akola, 
"The rulers are much afraid of Boycott. They feel that the boycott of foreign goods will develop into a boycott of British Rule 
altogether". He had complete faith in the methods of the Swadeshi and the Boycott. He wrote: “The mouth is opened only by shutting 
the nose' . . . It is clear now that mighty speeches lead us nowhere; not words, but action, is wanted . . . determined action.”8 

 
But this selfless person suffered a lot at the Surat Congress, under the presidentship of Rash Behari Ghose, on 26th December 

1907. Probably that was the first Congress in which shoes were freely used; one of them, it is told, touched the check of Surendranath 
Banerjee. Even some of the leaders were manhandled. Tilak was among them. The Congress was split into the Extremists and the 
Moderaters. Tilak was described as the Extremist.  

 
But the Lucknow Congress, under the Presidentship of Tilak himself, in 1916 brought luck of the Congress in the form of 

unity between the two halves of the Extremists and the Moderates and even between the Congress and the Muslim League. It was but 
natural that the session was held in the United Provinces. In his presidential address Tilak said, “we have found luck in Lucknow. We 
are now united in every way in the United Provinces.”  

 
The role of Tilak in Indian politics may be compared, to some extent, to that of Almighty Krishna in the Mahabharat. Every-

thing was planned by Lord Krishna and Arjun was simply directed by him, "Arjuna Yuddhaswa" (Arjun fight). Similarly, Tilak, maker 
of modern India, prepared everything, and later Mahatma Gandhi fought for freedom.  

 
The British authority arranged with Sir V. Chirol, the then Director of the Foreign and Imperial Department of the London 

Times, with governmental assistance to write a series of articles on political situation in Indian and later on to publish them, in 1910, 
under the title "Indian Unrest." The intention of the British authority was to counter the role played by Tilak in Indian politics and 
thereby to suppress the freedom movement in India. The British authority wanted to attract would opinion in its favour for its deeds in 
India. The British authority tried its level best to protect Chirol, when Tilak made a case against him for defamation in a London 
Court. The then Home member said on 28th Feb. 1916:  

 
"I regard it of great public importance that Tilak should not secure a verdict against Sir V. Chirol. We know that Tilak 

was all that Sir V. Chirol described him to be in his book an out-and-out enemy of the government, whose speeches and 
writings had the effect of exciting to violence and a triumph of Tilak against Sir V. Chirol is not merely a triumph of one 
individual over another, in which Government is concerned, but a triumph over Government of an enemy against 
Government." Further he openly said: "I see no reason why government should be in the least ashamed if it came out in court 
that they had assisted Sir V. Chirol by information,"   

 
 N.C. Kelkar said when a verdict came out in favour of Tilak: “a verdict given in Mr. Tilak's favour would be practically a 
signed warrant for recalling the Government of India from India forever.”  

 
The case attracted the British mass so much that Mrs. McNaley an Irish woman, had put a board to her Indian type restaurant, 

under, the title: "Under the blessings of Lokamanya Tilak—Father of Indian Unrest", which was later challenged by Chirol, author of 
"Indian Unrest".  

 
Tilak was also a great writer. His "Gita Rahasya" in Marathi of 900 pages, written in Mandalay jail, in only five months, in 

1911, is a "monumental work" as Sri Aurobindo put it. "Tilak was working out a thesis on the antiquity of the Vedas since 1889 
submitted it to the Ninth Oriental Congress in London in 1892 and later published it separately under the name Orian."9 This "work 
brought him great distinction in the world of Oriental scholars." The Arctic Home of Vedas of 450 pages, written in 1898, was another 
of his scholarly works. 

 
Even at his high school, he wrote verses in Sanskrit. Dr. Radhakrishnan rightly said, "he was by nature a scholar and only by 

necessity a politician". A Parsi friend of Tilak who was very much impressed by Tilak's scholarly lecture on Chaldian culture, 
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remarked addressing Tilak "instead of entering politics if you would have done research work in history you would have been world 
famous." But Tilak retorted, "Mother India is not barren. Thousands of scholars will come out after getting Swaraj to our country. 
Today we have work for freedom".  

 
Tilak was a great combination of scholarship and political genius. J. Nehru said:  
 

"Here we find a man of great learning, a great scholar of wide vision and ideas. He wrote about the philosophy of the 
Gita and then about the Vedas. It impelled a great scholar like him to throw his weight, energy, and ability into the struggle for 
freedom. It is again rather an unusual thing for a great scholar of that type to become a mass leader."  

 
Tilak may be described as a conservative reformer. He said, "I am a liberal Hindu. We have always been advocates of reform, 

reform we say, but not of rebellion or licence." He respected tradition with reverence in the face of changing circumstances. He said 
"just as old and orthodox opinions are one-sided so the new English educated reformers are also one-sided and dogmatic. The old 
shastries and pandits do not know the new circumstances whereas the newly educated class of reformers are ignorant of the traditions 
and traditional philosophy of Hinduism. Therefore, a proper knowledge of the old traditions and philosophies must be imparted to the 
newly educated classes, and the pandits and shastrics must be given information about the newly changed and changing 
circumstances." Tilak's social reforms may be summed up as follows: 

 
 (1) Though he had faith in God, Hinduism and Hindu literature like Gita and Vedas; he was secular and national in his 

outlook. He started the Ganapati festival and the Shivaji Memorial festival as the national festivals to unite the people and to develop 
the national character. Tilak wrote in his Kesari, "a national festival is one of the principal means of the all-round development of the 
Nation". In fact, it can be said with confidence that the Ganapati and Shivaji festivals have contributed substantially towards the 
building up of a national life in Maharashtra and in some other areas which also followed its good example".10 Tilak had in his mind 
the ideals of the Olympic festivals in Greece, Tara festival in Ireland and the American independence celebrations.  

 
Tilak worried about the educated classes who were indifferent to these national festivals. He wrote in his special article "they 

are proud of the fact that they are educated. Their main difficulty is how to mix with the people . . . There is no greater folly than the 
educated people thinking themselves to be a different class from the average society . . . We therefore request that the educated people 
should realise their duty in this matter and act accordingly."11  

 
These national festivals were not obstacles to the progress of any other community. In fact, Tilak tried for Hindu-Muslim 

unity. The Lucknow Congress under his presidentship was lucky to have developed the unity between the Congress and the Muslim 
League. 

 
He had sympathy towards untouchables and he worked for the eradication of untouchability. On the occasion of the 

immersion festival of Ganapati, Tilak took by his side an untouchable boy with his Ganapati.   
 

(2) He put forth a number of reforms in marriage customs. He wanted to raise the marriage age of a girl to minimum 16 years and that 
of a boy to minimum 20. If a man wants to marry after he is forty, according to Tilak, lie must have to select among widows. He 
discouraged the dowry system. He put a condition, particularly, to the social reformers not to be involved in the dowry system. He was 
completely against the system of shaving of heads of widows. In short, ha was a feminist. 
 
 (3) He was for prohibition of intoxicating drinks. He wanted that the educated must pledge not to touch them. 
 
 (4) He wanted that the social reformers, in particular, must donate atleast one per cent of their annual income for social reforms. Tilak 
did himself as he said. He donated to the nation one lakh of rupees, collected on his 60th birthday on 23rd July 1916. He served the 
people, personally, during a famine in Maharashtra in 1896 and in the eradication of plague.  
 
(5) As he himself was a teacher and educationist, naturally he had an authority to suggest reforms in Education. In his speech at Barsi, 
in 1908, he said, " . . . religious education will engage our attention first and foremost. Religious education is necessary, because the 
study of high principles keep us away from evil pursuits. Religion reveals the form of the Almighty. Hinduism to Hindus and Islam to 
Muslims will be taught in the schools and the students will also be taught forgive and forget differences of other religions . . . The 
second thing that we will do, will be to lighten the load of the study of the foreign languages ...Industrial education will be the third 
factor. The fourth will be political education." When Principal Selby of the Deccan College, Poona, fined a student for participating in 
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a students' Swadeshi Meeting, Tilak said, "We send our boys to schools and colleges, not with the idea that they should be completely 
aloof from the national movement. On the other hand, our object is, that they should get an education that will inspire them 
patriotism."  
 

Similar spirit can be seen in a speech of Sri Aurobindo Ghose addressed to the students, of National College, "What we want 
here is not merely to give you a little information, not merely to open to you careers for earning a livelihood, but to build sons for the 
Motherland to work and to suffer for her . . . If you will study, study for her sake; train yourself, body, mind and soul, for her Service 
... Work that she may prosper. Suffer that she may rejoice. All is contained in that single advice.  

 
As there is a saving in Sansklit "VnjrattapiKathoram; Kusnmattnpi Komalam", Tilak was harder than diamonds to the 

Britishers, but tender as a flower to his friends, and the poor, Even to his rival paper, Janaprakash, he wrote once an editorial, For the 
sake of his friend Baba Maharaj, Tilak was involved in the 'T'ai Maharaj ease in favour  or an adopted child, Jagannath of Aurangabad 
but which was challenged on behalf of Bal Maharaj of Kolhapur, and in which Tilak was sentenced for six months' rigorous 
imprisonment. And lastly, it is notable that he served personally Sri Kanamadi of Bijapur, who had broken his leg, when he happened 
to be at the Lucknow Congress.  

 
Tilak's role as the maker or modern India was most appreciable. Montagu, the then Secretary of State for India appreciated: 

"We saw Tilak, the politician who probably has the greatest influence of any person in India, and who is very extreme . . . he is a 
scientific man of great erudition and training. It was quite obvious that he was not going to be satisfied with anything but what the 
Congress asks for." 12 

 
Dr. Annie Besant wrote: "He was a man filled with passionate and never weakening love for India, for whom every sacrifice 

for her was joy, every suffering was welcome. No physical boundage could bind that free spirit."  
 
Sri Aurobindo wrote: "The qualities which have supported him and given him his hard-earned success, have been 

comparatively rare in Indian politics. The first is his entirely representative character as a born leader."13 Further he wrote, "Mr. 
Tilak’s same stands already for history and a nation-builder, a name to be remembered gratefully so long as the country has pride in its 
past and hope for its future." 

 
Mahatma Gandhi wrote after the death or Tilak on Saturday, the 31st July, 1920: "No man preached the gospel of Swaraj 

with the consistency and the insistence of Lokamanaya. He had hoped to see Swaraj fully established during his lifetime. It' he failed; 
it was not his fault. He certainly brought it nearer by many a year."I4 

 
He concluded, "For us, he will go down to the generations yet unborn as maker of Modern India. They will revere his 

memory as of a man who lived for them and died for them …. Let us erect for the only Lokamanya of India an imperishable 
monument by weaving into our own lives, his bravery, his simplicity, his wonderful industry and his love for his country."  
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